Hybrid+ and Virtual Solutions

Expanded
Possibilities
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Hybrid and virtual
that extends
The need for new ways to meet and engage is bigger than
ever—Encore has been seamlessly connecting in-person and
remote audiences with hybrid event production since 2009.
As your trusted partner, we offer a full range of solutions
and expertise to ensure your event not only continues, but
reaches anyone, anywhere.
Every aspect of your hybrid or virtual event, from the creative
and strategy, production and execution, down to the platform,
staging and lighting, is customized to your unique needs. Encore
is committed to providing you with a gathering that will connect
and engage participants in new and imaginative ways.

Strategy, Creative
+ Design

• Event & Content Strategy
• Experience Design
• Creative Services

Our expert strategists and experienced designers create hybrid and
virtual events that deliver engagement, value and insightful analytics to
help improve your ROI.

Platform + Digital
Products
We have a dedicated team of digital experts to ensure our customers
choose the right platform for the experience they want to create; either

• Hybrid+ Virtual Platform
(Chime Live)
• Participant Engagement
• Virtual Control Rooms
• Event Data & Reporting

our Chime Live platform (built for Hybrid) or one of the many others we
work with.

• Video Production
• Content Creation
• Content Management
• Quality Sound
• Professional Lighting
• Presentation Support
• Speaker Coaching
• Stage Management

Production +
Execution
Our production team has deep expertise in set design, production
studios, virtual broadcasts, streaming, direction and overall hybrid event
production management.

On-Site +
Technology
We are where you need us to be. Always on the cusp of what's next
and the forefront of innovation with an extensive range of Hybrid+
solutions that bridge in-person and virtual participants to maximize
engagement, attendance and audience reach.

• Audio/Video
• Lighting
• Simultaneous Interpretation
• Rigging
• Power
• Internet
• Technology Installation
• Presenter Support

1.2M
More than 1.2 million
hybrid meeting
attendees reached.

185+

Hybrid+ events spanned
across 185 countries and
regions globally.

31.2M

Over 30 million meeting
minutes produced and
managed.

1K+

Over 1,000 Hybrid+
certified team members to
support our clients globally

The new Encore brings together PSAV, Encore Event Technologies and its family of
companies under a new global brand.
Encore creates memorable event experiences that engage and transform
organizations. As the leading global event production company, our team of creators,
innovators and experts deliver real results through creative, production and industryleading technology. Encore is the trusted partner of choice for event planners,
leading hotels and more than 2,100 venues worldwide, operating in more than 20
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countries across North America, Europe, the Middle East, and Asia Pacific.
To learn more, visit us at encoreglobal.com

